UAN Advising Technology
Subcommittee Updates
Spring 2022
UAN Technology Subcommittee Charge

Committee members will lead and guide the following:

1. Implement, evaluate, and enhance current and new advising technologies including Self Service Carolina, DegreeWorks, EAB, and MyUofSC Experience.
2. Provide recommendations for advisor and student workflow.
3. Propose needed training(s) and/or advising resource materials for students and/or advisors.
4. Offer enhancement recommendations to vendor(s).
5. Reviews and utilizes data and/or assessment from students and advisors related to advising technology.
6. Provide a report on the state of advising technology to UAN and other stakeholders every semester.
Committee Members

- Paige McKeown (UAC) and Stephanie Richards (HRSM), Co-Chairs
- Lauren Sanborn (EDU)
- Rebecca Boyd (CIC)
- Annastasia Murphy (DMSB)
- Ellyn Domanico (DMSB)
- Lisa Pierce (CEC)
- Heidi Waltz (NURS)
- Valeria Bates (HRSM)
- Katy Caulder (CAS)
- Michael Davis (CAS)
- Pinkney Epps (OSP)
- Ali Mathwig (SCHC)
- Lane Kennedy (EA)
- Allison Harper (ASPH)
- BJ Beckham (Registrar)
- Claire Robinson (UAC, Ex-Officio)
- Brian Dusel (UAC, Ex-Officio)
2. Guest reports: DegreeWorks and Course Program of Study.
3. Ongoing tech related discussions for advising, registration and orientation.
4. Strategic Plan: committee activities, surveys, intake, self-assessments, usage data, functionality.
Purpose of the strategic plan: Offer framework for all advisors on best practices and goals for technology usage. This will be the University’s first strategic plan on technology usage.

2019-2020 Goal Statements Solidified
- Deep dive into goal statements, including recommendations, edits, major discussion, and feedback from the committee.

2020-2021 Tech Survey, Analysis & Peer Institution Guest
- UAN Advising Technology Current Usage Survey
  - Highlighted technology features that should be utilized across campus and opportunity to qualify perspectives
- Peer Institution Q & A - Blake Myers, Oklahoma State University Registrar

2021-2022 Assessments, Activities & Plan Creation
- Strategic plan is going to utilize all the information this committee provided to make concrete recommendations for the advising community.
- Goal to present to Advising Directorate by Summer 2022.
**UAN Technology Subcommittee Strategic Plan Goal Statements**

- **All students and advisors should have access to an accurate degree audit online.** *
- **Ensure students have access to accurate advisor assignments in Self-Service Carolina.** *
- **All undergraduate students should be able to schedule an appointment with their advisor online through EAB Navigate.**
- **All students beginning after Fall 2019 should have access and understand how to use their Co-Curricular transcript.** *

- **Ensure advisors have access to reports and appropriate training that facilitate advisement.**
- **Ensure advisors and supervisors can access a summary of each advising appointment with a student.**
- **Ensure students have access to and are aware of advisement and registration tools in Self Service Carolina.**
- **Assist in student understanding and competency when using advising technology.**
  - **Utilization of DegreeWorks** *

*Self-assessment through committee identified there is a unit(s) not meeting this goal.*
NEW Co-Chairs will be nominated for 2022-2023!

THANKS!
HAPPY ADVISING!